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ABSTRACT

A midlatitude hail storm was simulated using a new version of the spectral bin microphysics Hebrew

University Cloud Model (HUCM) with a detailed description of time-dependent melting and freezing. In

addition to size distributions of drops, plate-, columnar-, and branch-type ice crystals, snow, graupel, and hail,

new distributions for freezing drops as well as for liquid water mass within precipitating ice particles were

implemented to describe time-dependent freezing and wet growth of hail, graupel, and freezing drops.

Simulations carried out using different aerosol loadings show that an increase in aerosol loading leads to a

decrease in the total mass of hail but also to a substantial increase in the maximum size of hailstones. Cu-

mulative rain strongly increases with an increase in aerosol concentration from 100 to about 1000 cm23. At

higher cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations, the sensitivity of hailstones’ size and surface pre-

cipitation to aerosols decreases. The physical mechanism of these effects was analyzed. It was shown that the

change in aerosol concentration leads to a change in the major mechanisms of hail formation and growth. The

main effect of the increase in the aerosol concentration is the increase in the supercooled cloud water content.

Accordingly, at high aerosol concentration, the hail grows largely by accretion of cloud droplets in the course

of recycling in the cloud updraft zone. The main mechanism of hail formation in the case of low aerosol

concentration is freezing of raindrops.

1. Introduction

Simulation of hail formation in midlatitude storms is

one of the important problems in cloud physics. Hail-

storms pose a serious threat to agriculture and property

in many places around the world. During the last few

decades, much effort has been devoted to understanding

the physical and dynamic processes favoring hail forma-

tion [see Cotton and Anthes (1989) for a comprehensive

review].Most studies point out that convective instability,

high atmospheric humidity, and moderate wind shear

favor the development of intense hailstorms. Foote

(1984) stresses that hailstone size is strongly affected by

the width and tilt of the main updraft. According to

Browning and Foote’s (1976) hailstone growth model,

small frozen hydrometeors, or hailstone embryos, fall

from the back-sheared anvil (referred to as the ‘‘embryo

curtain’’) and become reingested in the updraft, where

they accrete liquid water during their final ascent through

the updraft. The largest hailstones grow in a favored re-

gion of moderate updraft strength, where the hailstone

fall velocity approximately balances the updraft speed.

Using a spectral bin microphysics model, Takahashi
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(1976) also found that the recycling of hail within cloud

updrafts was a key factor in its growth. In the Takahashi

model, recycled ice crystals lead first to graupel forma-

tion. At the last stage of the storm process hail falls in the

cloud center, growing by accretion of cloud droplets.

The importance of hail embryo recycling for hail

growth was noted by Nelson (1983) as well. This re-

searcher analyzed multiple-Doppler data and used a

simple particle growth model in which a hail embryo

grows within a given field of vertical velocity and cloud

water content. Tessendorf et al. (2005) analyzed the

kinematics and microphysics of the 29 June supercell

storm observed during the Severe Thunderstorm Elec-

trification and Precipitation Study (STEPS) field cam-

paign using polarimetric and Doppler radar data. They

found that most of the largest hail grew from near-

millimeter-sized particles that originated in the mid- to

upper-level stagnation region that resulted from an

obstacle-like flow of environmental air around the di-

vergent outflow from the upper part of the updraft.

These recycling embryonic particles descended around

the right flank of the updraft core and reentered the

updraft, intermingling with other smaller particles that

had grown from cloud base along the main low-level

updraft stream.

Using the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System

(RAMS) with a bin-emulating two-moment bulk

scheme, Seigel and van den Heever (2013) simulated an

idealized squall line. They showed that the entrainment

of hail and rain into the upwind side of the updraft below

the freezing level leads not only to growth of hail but to

extra latent heat release that, in turn, enhances buoyancy

and precipitation. These observational and numerical

results indicate that hail grows largely by accretion of

supercooled water in the course of hail embryo recycling.

Thus, the mass of supercooled water would be ex-

pected to substantially affect the size of hail particles.

Hail suppression hypotheses suggest that in order to

prevent hail embryos from growing to hailstone size, the

amount of supercooled water should be decreased

(T. W. Krauss 1999, conference lecture; Wisner et al.

1972; Heymsfield 1982). Since an increase in the con-

centration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) typically

leads to an increase in supercooled water content

(Ramanathan et al. 2001; Andreae et al. 2004; Rosenfeld

et al. 2008; Freud et al. 2008; Khain 2009), it would be

expected that CCN would have a strong effect on the

mass and the size of hail particles.

To describe aerosol effects on hail mass content

(HMC) and hail size, models with advanced micro-

physics are required (Levin and Cotton 2009; Khain

2009; Tao et al. 2007, 2012). In numerous bulk-

parameterization schemes, number size distributions of

precipitating particles, including those for hail, are as-

sumed in the form of gamma or exponential distribu-

tions. Since the size of large hail corresponds to the right

tail of the distributions, the tail of the distribution should

be properly described. For instance, Farley and Orville

(1986) included in their bulk-parameterization scheme

elements of bin microphysical schemes in which hail is

calculated using a mass grid containing several tens of

bins. To simulate hail with diameters exceeding 1 cm,

Noppel et al. (2010) included a new hydrometeor class of

hail into Seifert and Beheng’s (2006) two-moment bulk-

parameterization scheme. In some three-moment bulk-

parameterization schemes (e.g., Milbrandt and Yau 2005;

Dawson et al. 2014; Loftus and Cotton 2014a,b; Loftus

et al. 2014) the shape parameter of the gamma distribu-

tion is also predicted, thus permitting more flexibility in

the simulated hail distribution functions. Loftus and

Cotton (2014a) and Loftus et al. (2014) showed that a

three-moment bulk parameterization can describe the

formation of observed hail size much more realistically

than a two-moment bulk-parameterization scheme.

Despite the significant progress in the development of

advanced microphysical schemes, aerosol effects on

HMC and hail size have been investigated in only a

handful of studies (Khain et al. 2011; Loftus and Cotton

2004b). Of particular interest is the influence of CCN on

the formation and size of hail. According to the con-

ceptual hypothesis formulated in the European project

Anthropogenic Aerosols Triggering and Invigorating

Severe Storms (ANTISTORM), by fostering an increase

in supercooled water mass aloft, aerosols promote an

increase in hail mass and size (Rosenfeld and Khain

2008). To test the ‘‘ANTISTORM’’ hypothesis, a hail

storm that was observed in southwest Germany on

28 June 2006 was simulated using two models: the He-

brew University Cloud Model (HUCM) using spectral

bin microphysics (SBM) (Khain et al. 2011) and the

weather-prediction model Consortium for Small-Scale

Modelling (COSMO) using Seifert and Beheng’s (2006)

two-moment bulk microphysical scheme with a special

hydrometeor class of large hail (Noppel et al. 2010).

While the main characteristics of the hail storm were re-

produced by bothmodels, the aerosol effects turned out to

be different. HUCM predicted a substantial increase in

hail size, radar reflectivity, and accumulated rain mass

with increasing CCN concentration (Khain et al. 2011),

while the two-moment bulk-parameterization COSMO

predicted a decrease in hail size and precipitation with

increasing CCN concentration (Noppel et al. 2010).

This discrepancy reflects the complexity of the

mechanisms of hail formation and growth and the need

to treat the process of hail formation and growth with

the most detailed microphysical schemes available.
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Notably, numerical models typically assume that

freezing of supercooled drops immediately leads to hail

formation. At the same time, the process of raindrop

freezing is time dependent and the time needed for

complete freezing of a raindropmay reach a fewminutes

(Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Phillips et al. 2014, 2015).

During this time, the freezing drops (FDs) can be

transported by convective and background flows over

distances of several hundred meters to a few kilometers.

Continuous accretion of supercooled droplets by freez-

ing drops increases the freezing time. Properties of

freezing drops such as liquid water fraction, particle

shape, bulk density, and fall velocity change with time in

the course of the freezing process. In this sense, freezing

drops differ both from raindrops and hail and actually

represent a separate type of hydrometeor.

Large raindrops are nonspherical and have a pre-

ferred orientation. Accordingly, they produce large

values of differential reflectivity ZDR measured by dual-

polarimetric Doppler radars. Since FDs contain both

liquid and water fractions, FDs tumble. Accordingly, the

values of ZDR caused by FDs are smaller than that of

raindrops. However, FDs still play an important role in the

mechanism of the formation of so-called ZDR columns—

that is, zones of enhanced ZDR [Kumjian et al. (2014) and

references therein]. The spatial distribution of FDs affects

the rate of hail formation and the spatial location of the

zones in which hail forms.

The regime of FDs’ and hail growth, dry or wet, is

important not only for an understanding of the layered

structure of hail particles but also for the correct cal-

culation of their growth rate. Hail in the dry growth

regime—that is, when its surface is dry—cannot collect

ice particles. In contrast, hail particles growing in the

regime of wet growth are covered by a liquid water film

and can collect ice particles. Fall velocities of FDs,

graupel, and hail also depend on the growth regime,

since dry and wet surfaces have different surface

roughness. Equally, the wet growth process determines

the vertical distribution of latent heat release from

freezing, which influences the cloud dynamics. The

theory of wet growth (Pruppacher and Klett 1997; List

2014a,b) was recently extended to the case in which

liquid skin covers only a fraction of graupel or hail

particles (Phillips et al. 2014, 2015). The theory of wet

growth of hail developed by Phillips et al. (2014)

allowed a numerical reproduction of the results of

Garcia-Garcia and List’s (1992) laboratory experiments.

Cloud microphysical models tend to assume that all

water at the surface of hail particles growing in the re-

gime of wet growth immediately sheds. This assumption

simplifies the scheme of hail growth but is physically

incorrect. To properly simulate the process of wet

growth of graupel and hail, it is necessary to take into

account the existence of liquid water within these par-

ticles. Phillips et al. (2014) consider a multilayered

structure of hail stones containing the core, the sponge

layer, and the liquid layer at the surface. The type of hail

or graupel growth is determined in the scheme by the

temperature of the particle surface. Since the freezing of

liquid in the sponge layer takes some time (depending

on environmental conditions), hail that started growing

by dry growth may contain interior liquid accumulated

for the periods of previous wet growth.

The theoretical scheme by Phillips et al. (2014, 2015)

has been implemented into HUCM. The aim of this

study is to investigate the role of aerosols in the for-

mation and growth of FDs and hail in a mixed-phase

convective storm.We examine the effects of aerosols on

the size distribution, mass, and growth regime of FDs

and hail and, subsequently, on cloud microphysical

structure and precipitation patterns.

2. Model description

The HUCM is a two-dimensional nonhydrostatic

model using spectral bin microphysics. The main com-

ponents of the model are described in Khain and Sednev

(1996) and Khain et al. (2004, 2008, 2012). In the new

version of the model, the size distributions for eight

hydrometeors are predicted (drops, three types of ice

crystals, snow, graupel, hail, and freezing drops). The

types of ice crystals are plates, columns, and branch type

(dendrites). The size distributions are defined on the

logarithmic equidistant mass grid containing 43 mass-

doubling bins for each microphysical species. The mass

corresponding to the smallest bin is equal to that of a

liquid droplet with a radius of 2mm. The cloud–aerosol

interaction is described bymeans of a size distribution of

aerosol particles (AP) playing the role of CCN. The AP

size distribution also contains 43 bins. The radius of dry

AP ranges from 0.005 to 2mm. The main particle char-

acteristic is particle mass. The properties of ice crystals

and aggregates like density, aspect ratios, and fall ve-

locity are determined using the empirical power law

relationships presented by Pruppacher and Klett (1997)

(see also Khain and Sednev 1995; Khain et al. 2004;

Mitchell 1996). Diffusional growth of all particles is

calculated by solving analytically the equation system

for particle size and supersaturations with respect to

water and ice, so that the supersaturation values change

during the model time step in the course of the

diffusional growth.

Collisions between different particles are calculated

by solving a system of stochastic kinetic equations for

collisions using the computationally efficient and accurate
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method proposed by Bott (1998). Height-dependent,

gravitational collision kernels for drop–drop and drop–

graupel interactions are adapted from Pinsky et al.

(2001) and Khain et al. (2001) and for collisions between

ice crystals from Khain and Sednev (1995) and Khain

et al. (2004). It was assumed that if FDs grow in the wet

growth regime (i.e., they are covered by liquid film), FDs

can collect graupel and ice crystals. Effects of turbulence

on collisions between cloud drops are included, follow-

ing Benmoshe et al. (2012).

The ice nuclei concentration depends on supersatu-

ration with respect to ice, as described by the empirical

expression ofMeyers et al. (1992). Primary nucleation of

each ice crystal type occurs within its characteristic

temperature range (Takahashi et al. 1991). Secondary

ice generation is accounted for during riming (Hallett

and Mossop 1974).

The initial (t 5 0) CCN size distribution is calculated

using the empirical dependenceNCCN 5NoS
k
w, where Sw

is supersaturation with respect to water andNo and k are

the measured constants (Khain et al. 2000). The prog-

nostic equation for the size distribution of nonactivated

AP is solved for t. 0. Using the value of Sw calculated at

each time step, the critical radius of CCN is determined

according to the Köhler theory. The CCN with radii

exceeding the critical value are activated, and new

droplets are nucleated. The corresponding bins of the

CCN size distributions become empty. In the present

study, CCN consist of NaCl. As shown by Khain et al.

(2000), the chemical composition of CCN is not of cru-

cial importance as regards the process of CCN nucle-

ation. The most important parameter of CCN is their

size. The utilization of large number of bins allows for a

precise description of droplet concentration.

Time-dependent melting of snow, graupel, and hail as

well as shedding of water from hail was implemented

into the HUCM following the work of Phillips et al.

(2007). The new components of the scheme are im-

plementation of FDs as a new hydrometeor type and

using the procedure of time-dependent freezing. Pre-

cipitating ice particles such as graupel, hail, and FDs can

contain unfrozen liquid at freezing temperatures.

Freezing of the liquid is described by solving the corre-

sponding heat balance equations at the particle surface

and at the ice–liquid interfaces, according to Phillips

et al. (2014, 2015). The balanced equations are written in

the most general form that takes into account the ther-

modynamic effects of accretion of drops and ice crystals,

as well as of shedding. AtT, 08C, the water mass within

FDs, graupel, and hail is advected, mixed, and sedi-

mented exactly as the size distribution of corresponding

particles. For snow, water fraction is only tracked for

T. 08C, whereas for FDs, it is only tracked for T, 08C.

For graupel and hail, water fraction is tracked at all

temperatures.

The implementation of the mass of water within ice

particles allows for the calculation of successive pro-

cesses of melting and freezing during particle oscillation

around the freezing level of environmental temperature.

The implementation of FDs as a new class of hydro-

meteor has involved changing the scheme for the con-

version of hydrometeors (Fig. 1). FDs form as a result of

two processes: the heterogeneous ice nucleation in

raindrops (‘‘nucleation drop freezing’’) and the collision

of drops with ice particles of less mass than the drops. In

HUCM, FDs form by ‘‘nucleation’’ (or immersion)

freezing of raindrops with radii exceeding 100 cm23.

Freezing of smaller droplets is assumed to lead to the

formation of ice crystal (plates) with a density of

0.92 g cm23.

According to Pruppacher and Klett (1997), the pro-

cess of nucleation drop freezing consists of two stages.

During the first, very short stage (nucleation–immersion

or contact), an ice germ forms either on nonsoluble ice

nuclei (IN) or spontaneously. Within the temperature

range 2308 # T # 2408C the fraction of droplets in-

volved in the first stage of freezing is determined by the

formula of probabilistic freezing formulation (Bigg

1953; Wisner et al. 1972; Reisner et al. 1998; Khain and

Sednev 1996). At warmer temperatures, the fraction of

droplets involved in the first stage of freezing is de-

termined following Vali (1994), who described the

temperature dependence of immersion nuclei [see

Khain et al. (2004) for details]. Droplets that have

passed through the nucleation drop freezing stage are

converted into FDs. The mass of icemi in newly formed

FDs is determined by the heat balance of an isolated

particle of mass m (Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Phillips

et al. 2015):

m
i
L

m
5 [ f

L
mc

w
1 (12 f

L
)mc

i
]DT , (1)

where fL is the liquid fraction of the FD. The initial fL
before the first freezing stage is equal to one. DT is the

increase in temperature of the drop during the first stage

(DT 5 273.5 2 T), where T , 08C is the environmental

temperature and cw and ci are specific heat capacities for

water and ice, respectively. The quantityLm is the latent

heat of freezing.

The second stage of freezing is a comparatively long

thermodynamic process of ice growth within a drop until

its total freezing. The initial value of ice mass in FDs is

determined by Eq. (1). The freezing takes place from the

outside in. In the absence of the accretion of super-

cooled droplets, the surface of FDs remains dry and the

interior liquid freezes because of an outward-directed
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heat flux. During this process, the ice shell depth in-

creases. The process of freezing in this case is de-

scribed following Pruppacher and Klett (1997, p. 678). If

FDs collect supercooled droplets, both dry and wet

growths of FDs are possible. To determine the type of

growth, the surface particle temperature Ts is calculated

using the heat balance equation at the particle surface.

Dry growth occurs when the surface temperature is

Ts , 273:15. Otherwise, the FD is assumed to grow in

a wet growth regime. In this case, the freezing of interior

liquid is terminated [see Phillips et al. (2015) for details].

FDs transfer into hail if the liquid water fraction (LWF)

is less than 0.1. The interior liquid remains in the particle

during the transformation.

The fall velocity of FDs and hail particles is calculated

following Rasmussen andHeymsfield (1987, appendix B

therein) and Phillips et al. (2015). The approach is based

on the calculation of the drag coefficient Cd using the

Cd–Re relationship, where Re is the Reynolds number.

In turn, Re is determined from the Re–X relationship,

where X5Re2Cd(Re) is the Best number. The Best

number depends on particle mass and environment air

parameters. This approach takes into account the

change of fall velocity when dry growth is replaced by

wet growth, and vice versa. The liquid water fraction (fL)

of an FD decreases during freezing. As fL in an FD be-

comes less than 10%, the FD is converted to a hailstone of

correspondingmass (Fig. 1). A detailed description of the

melting of FDs would require us to treat the evolution of

three layers: the interior liquid, ice layer, and exterior

liquid. Such calculations are too complicated and un-

certain. So, as soon as FDs fall below the melting level

they are converted into melting hail. Note that FDs typ-

ically freeze and convert to hail. So, the downward flux of

FDs through the melting level is typically very low.

There is a fundamental difference between the be-

havior of FDs and raindrops. While large raindrops

become unstable and breakup occurs, FDs are covered

by an ice shell and are thus stable. So, FDs do not ex-

perience breakup and reach larger sizes than raindrops.

In the new HUCM version, hail forms in three ways:

total freezing of FDs, conversion of graupel growing in

the regime of wet growth, and conversion of graupel

particles exceeding 1 cm in diameter (Fig. 1). The den-

sity of hail is assumed equal to 0.92 g cm23. The rate of

freezing of accreted water at the surface of graupel and

hail particles is also calculated by solving corresponding

heat budget equations. During these collisions, freezing

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of mechanisms leading to formation of graupel, freezing drops, and hail in the HUCM.

The hydrometeor listed first in the collision process is larger than the second one. LWF is liquid water fraction.
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is also separated into two stages: the nucleation stage

and the longer time-dependent freezing stage. After a

collision occurs, a fraction of the water determined by

Eq. (1) freezes immediately. The rest of the liquid water

freezes comparatively slowly.

The processes of wet and dry growth of graupel and

hail are considered during the time-dependent freezing,

as described by Phillips et al. (2014). One of the specific

features of wet growth is the shedding of water film and

the consequent production of new raindrops. Different

microphysical schemes take into account effects of

shedding at different levels of complexity. Many bulk

schemes, for example Lin et al. (1983), compute shed-

ding without explicit treatment of time-dependent

freezing. It is typically assumed that all melted water is

immediately shed. In the context of immediate freezing,

as in Khain et al. (2011), shedding of hail in the HUCM

takes place only during melting. In this study, a de-

tailed description of shedding in wet growth is included

in the microphysical scheme. In this scheme of time-

dependent freezing, shedding of liquid drops from the

surface of hail takes place during wet growth at T, 08C
as well. The shedding takes place if both the mass of

exterior liquid water and the mass of hail particles ex-

ceed their critical values. The size of raindrops forming

as a result of shedding depends on Re (Rasmussen

and Heymsfield 1987). According to Rasmussen and

Heymsfield (1987), melting ice spheres shed part of their

meltwater (in the form of water drops) if the mass of

water on the surface of the ice core exceeds the critical

value Mw_crit that is linearly dependent on the ice mass

Mi in the melting particle:

M
w_crit

5 0:2681 0:1389M
i
. (2)

The condition (2) determines theminimum size of hail

that melts to a raindrop without shedding. This condi-

tion also determines the maximum liquid water fraction

at which hail is able to shed liquid water. Following

Phillips et al. (2007), we assumed that the shed water

mass cannot exceed 50% of the critical water mass.

In the present study, we neglect shedding from the

surface of FDs. FDs typically contain interior liquid

water that is surrounded by an ice shell. So, there is no

shedding from FDs. In agreement with laboratory re-

sults, no shedding from snow takes place (Phillips et al.

2007). Since graupel that starts growing by wet growth is

converted to hail, there is no shedding from graupel.

The implementation of FDs substantially changes the

process of hail formation, as compared to that consid-

ered by Khain et al. (2011). While in the version by

Khain et al. (2011) liquid droplet–ice collisions (e.g.,

liquid drop–snow collisions) led to the formation of

graupel, in cases of time-dependent freezing these col-

lisions led to FD formation (Fig. 1). The properties of

FDs (fall velocities, sticking efficiencies) are closer to

those of hail than of graupel (whose density was taken

equal to 0.4 g cm23). As a result, FDs grow faster by

accretion of cloud droplets than graupel, which leads, as

will be shown below, to an increase of hail size as com-

pared to that simulated by Khain et al. (2011).

Accretion of liquid droplets accreted by aggregates

(snow) leads to soaking and total freezing with the for-

mation of rimed mass with the density of pure ice

0.92 g cm23. The bulk density of snow increases in the

course of riming. To calculate bulk density, the mass of

rimed (frozen) water within snow is calculated. This

mass is advected, mixed, and sedimented exactly as the

size distribution of snow. Rimed snow with a bulk den-

sity exceeding 0.2 g cm23 is typically attributed to a class

of graupel, whose density in clouds varies from 0.2 to

0.8 g cm23 (Pruppacher and Klett 1997). So, if the bulk

density of snow exceeds 0.2 g cm23, the rimed snow is

converted to graupel (Fig. 1). At present, graupel in the

model is characterized by the typical graupel density of

0.4 g cm23.

Graupel is converted to hail in two cases: graupel starts

growing by wet growth or if graupel reaches 1cm in di-

ameter. Note that time-dependent freezing takes into ac-

count the process of suction of liquid into the interior of

particles. The liquid can remain at the surface of particle

only in case when the air in the particle is replaced by

water. So, as soon as graupel starts growing by wet growth,

its density should be considered as large as of that of hail.

The implementation of variable density of graupel will

be performed in future studies as it is used for aggregates,

applying the approaches developed by Milbrandt and

Morrison (2013).

The turbulence in the model is described using the 1.5

closure scheme, according to which turbulent co-

efficients are calculated using the equation for turbulent

kinetic energy. Following Benmoshe et al. (2012), the

effects of turbulence on collisions between cloud drop-

lets are taken into account.

3. Design of simulations

All simulations were performed within a computational

domain of 153.9km3 19.2km and a grid spacing of 300m

in the horizontal direction and 100m in the vertical di-

rection. The new microphysical scheme was tested in

simulations of a thunderstorm observed in Villingen-

Schwenningen, southwest Germany, on 28 June 2006.

The meteorological conditions of this storm were de-

scribed by (Khain et al. 2011). In particular, the sounding

was presented in Fig. 1 of that study. The backgroundwind
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direction was quasi 2D, which simplified the prescription

of the background wind profile in the 2Dmodel. The wind

speed increased with height from ;10ms21 in the lower

atmosphere to about 20ms21 at levels of 100–200hPa. In

Villingen-Schwenningen, the daily maximum air temper-

ature near the surface reached 22.98C at 1500 UTC. The

value of CAPE calculated using available sounding was

comparatively low (from 759 to ;1240Jkg21), but given

the temporal and spatial delay and the observed temper-

ature maximum at Villingen-Schwenningen, the CAPE

greater than 1800 J kg21 probably reflected the de-

velopment of a convective boundary layer in the after-

noon after the radiosonde measurements. Such a value

was used in simulations of this storm by Noppel et al.

(2010) and Khain et al. (2011). The relative humidity

near the ground was high (;85%), which led to a low

lifting condensation level of about 890m. The freezing

level was located around 3.5 km. The observed maxi-

mum diameter of hailstones was about 5 cm.

The convection was initiated by a 20-min temperature

decrease (cooling) near the left boundary of the computa-

tional area within the area situated from 18 to 43km in the

horizontal direction and 2-km depth. The rate of cooling

was 0.0084Ks21. This type of storm initiation is tradition-

ally used to initiate squall lines (Rotunno andKlemp 1985).

G. Frank and U. Dusek (Department of Biogeo-

chemistry, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, 2008,

personal communication) approximated the dependence

of CCN concentration on supersaturation, measured near

the surface just before the storm, by the dependence

NCCN 5NoS
k
w with No 5 3300cm23 and slope parameter

k 5 0.5. Such a high value of No indicates that the storm

developed in highly polluted air. The same conclusion

was reached in simulations by S. Metzger (2007, personal

communication) using the ECHAM5/Modular Earth

Submodel System (MESSy) model.

To investigate effects of CCN concentration on hail

formation, six simulations were performed for different

CCN concentrations (at 1% of supersaturation) ranging

from 100 to 5000 cm23. All simulations can be separated

into two groups of low CCN concentration (100 and

400 cm23) and high CCN concentrations. These simu-

lations are referred to as L_CCN and H_CCN, re-

spectively. Below, we will often use the names L_CCN

and H_CCN for the two particular runs with CCN

concentrations of 100 and 3000 cm23, respectively.

4. Results of simulations

a. Major aerosol effects on cloud microphysics and
dynamics

In many studies, the aerosol-induced convective in-

vigoration is reported (e.g., Khain et al. 2004, 2008;

Rosenfeld et al. 2008; Khain 2009). This invigoration is

characterized by an increase in the maximum updraft

velocity, cloud turbulence, and, sometimes, the cloud-

top height. Such invigoration is typical of tropical

maritime convection, where warm rain contributes

significantly to heat and precipitation budgets. An

increase in the CCN concentration under tropical

conditions increases the residential time of droplets

within clouds and leads to an intensification of ice

processes accompanied by a latent heat release and an

increase in the vertical velocity.

To give an idea of CCN effects on the dynamics of a

midlatitude storm, we present Fig. 2 showing time de-

pendencies of maximum vertical velocities in simula-

tions with different CCN concentrations. Despite the

fact that the maximum vertical velocities in the case of

high CCN concentration (CCN concentration above

1000 cm23) are a few meters per second larger than in

the case of the low CCN concentration (CCN concen-

tration 100–400 cm23), Fig. 2 does not reveal a strong

sensitivity of vertical velocity maxima to CCN concen-

tration, at least for CCN concentrations exceeding

500–1000cm23. This result is in accordance with that re-

ported by Khain et al. (2011) and can be attributed to the

fact that inmidlatitude storms with strong updrafts, warm

rain does not contribute substantially to the total pre-

cipitation, so most of the mass of liquid condensate

freezes in one way or another. A comparatively weak

sensitivity of storm dynamics to aerosols indicates that

the difference in hail size, mass, precipitation, and other

properties of the storm are largely the consequence of

differences in the rates of microphysical processes.

The CCN effects on cloudmicrophysics are illustrated

in Fig. 3, which shows vertical profiles of maximum

FIG. 2. Time dependencies of maximum vertical velocities in

simulations with different CCN concentrations shown by the dif-

ferent lines from 100 to 5000 cm23.
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FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of maximum values of (a) droplet concentration, (b) raindrop concentration,

(c) cloud water content (CWC), and (d) rainwater content (RWC), as well as mass contents of (e) freeing

drops, (f) hail, (g) snow, and (h) ice crystals at the developing stage of storm (deep convective cell). These are

shown for different CCN concentrations by the different lines from 100 to 5000 cm23. The profiles are ob-

tained by averaging over the time period of 2400–3000 s.
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values of cloud water content (CWC), rainwater content

(RWC), as well as mass contents of freeing drops

(FDWC), hail (HWC), snow (SWC), and total ice crys-

tals (IWC) at the developing stage of the storm. Effects

of CCN on cloud microphysics and dynamics of mixed-

phase deep convective clouds and storms are determined

to a large extent by the CCN effect on supercooled CWC.

If the CCN concentration is high, droplets are small and

FIG. 4. Time dependencies of (a) total mass of raindrops, (b) total supercooled CWC, and

(c) raindrop concentration in simulations with different aerosol concentrations above freezing

level shown by the different lines from 100 to 5000 cm23.
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ascend to high levels (Fig. 3a), forming a significant mass

of supercooled water aloft (Fig. 3c). The concentration

of raindrops is low (Fig. 3b), the first raindrops form at

levels of about 5 km, and the RWC is low (Figs. 5b,d).

On the other hand, if the CCN concentration is low, the

concentration of cloud droplets is low, but cloud drop-

lets are larger than in cases of high CCN concentration

(Fig. 3a). This leads to faster raindrop production and

to lower CWC (Fig. 3c), especially as regards the su-

percooled CWC. As a result, the mass and concentra-

tion of raindrops just above the freezing level turns out

to be much larger in cases of low CCN concentration

(Figs. 3b,c).

These differences in warm microphysics largely de-

termine the difference in the fields of ice particles: 1)

Since freezing of raindrops is much more probable than

that of cloud droplets, the mass of FDs is larger in cases

of low CCN concentration at the developing stage

(Fig. 3e). 2) Total freezing of liquid within FDs leads to

the production of a significant hail mass content around

the altitude of 6 km in cases of low CCN concentration

(Fig. 3f). On the other hand, the formation of the first

hail in cases of high CCN concentration takes place at

higher levels (Fig. 3f). 3) The Hallett and Mossop

mechanism leads to formation of ice crystals within the

layer with temperatures from 238 to 288C (altitude

range from 4 to 4.8 km) in cases of low CCN concen-

tration (Fig. 3h). Collisions of these crystals lead to snow

formation at these levels (Fig. 3g). The lack of FDs,

graupel, and hail as well as droplets with diameters ex-

ceeding 24mm at these levels in cases of high CCN

concentration makes the Hallett–Mossop mechanism

inefficient at the developing stage. In this case, ice

crystals form at high levels of 9 km and higher (Fig. 3h).

FIG. 5. Time dependencies of cloud-averaged (a) hail mass, (b) hail number concentration, (c) freezing drops mass content, and

(d) freezing drops number concentration in simulations with different aerosol concentrations shown by the different lines from 100 to

5000 cm23. Numbers denote concentrations of CCN corresponding to the particular dependencies.
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The rates of production of different hydrometeors and

their vertical distributions vary during the storm evolu-

tion. However, several basic differences between micro-

physical structures at different aerosol concentrations are

consistent throughout the simulation period. For in-

stance, RWC and raindrop number concentration above

the freezing level in cases of low CCN concentration re-

mains larger than in cases of high CCN concentration

(Figs. 4a,c), while the supercooled CWC remains larger in

cases of high CCN concentration (Fig. 4b) over the entire

simulation period.

There are two main mechanisms that determine dif-

ferences in hail formation at high and low CCN concen-

trations. In the L_CCN case, the HMC and concentration

of hail are determined by a large concentration of rain-

drops crossing the freezing level. So that the averaged over

the cloud volume (cloud average) hail (Figs. 5a,b) and FDs

(Figs. 5c,d)mass contents and number concentration in the

L_CCN cases are larger than that in H_CCN case. Cloud

average values were calculated as ratios of the total mass

(or concentration) in grid points within a cloud to the

numbers of grid points in which the mass or the concen-

tration were positive.

In high CCN cases, raindrops near the freezing level

are small and their concentration is low. The raindrops,

FDs and hail in cases of high CCN concentration grow

mainly by accretion of these supercooled droplets in

cloud updrafts.

Figures 6a,b show time dependencies of maximum

mass contents of hail and mean volume radius of hail

particles in simulations with different CCN concen-

trations. One can see that the maximum values of hail

mass content, as well and maximum values of mean

volume radii, are larger in cases of high CCN concen-

trations. The maximum hail mass and diameters in-

crease and become substantially larger in high CCN

cases at mature stages of convective cells. During this

time, the vertical velocities reach their maximal values,

FIG. 6. Time dependencies of maximummass contents of (a) hail and (b) mean volume radius of hail particles in

simulations with different CCN concentrations shown by the different lines from 100 to 5000 cm23. Numbers in

rectangular boxes denote concentrations of CCN corresponding to the particular dependencies.
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which leads to a corresponding increase in the mass of

supercooled droplets and, accordingly, the HMC and

hail size aloft.

Thus, despite the larger HMC in cases of low CCN

concentration, hail size tends to be larger in the high

CCN cases. As will be shown below, the larger hail size

in high CCN cases as compared to low CCN cases in-

dicates different mechanisms of hail growth.

b. Hail and freezing drops in H_CCN case

ACCN concentration of 3000 cm23 can be considered

typical of the high CCN concentration case. The fields of

CWC, RWC, mass content of FDs, and hail at the ma-

ture stage of the storm are presented in Fig. 7. One can

see that cloud droplets ascend in the main updraft (the

cloud core) where CWC reaches large values (Fig. 7a).

The RWC extends up to altitudes of 4.5 km (;268C)
(Fig. 7b). Above this level, ice is nucleated inside the

raindrops and they are converted to FDs. Significant

amounts of FDs extend to about 6-km altitude (;2178C).

Above the altitude of 6.5km, FDs are converted to hail

(Figs. 7c,d). Graupel also contributes to the formation of

hail through water drop accretion (see Fig. 1), but its

contribution is relatively small (Fig. 24b).

Figure 7 shows that a significant mass of hail and FDs

fall along the cloud edge where vertical velocities are

much weaker than in the cloud core. The falling hail

melts below 2km, thus increasing the RWC.

Figure 8 shows the field of radar reflectivity, as well as

size distribution functions (SDF) of drops, FDs, and hail.

SDFs were plotted in two vertical columns: one at x 5
60.3 km that corresponds to the cloud edge with weak

updraft in which maximum hail mass content is located,

and the second at x5 60.9 km, where the strong updraft

(within the core of the cloud) and maximum radar re-

flectivity took place and at three altitude levels (z5 3, 4,

and 5km).

One can see that radar reflectivity exceeds 50 dBZ up

to altitudes of 10 km, which accords with observations

(Noppel et al. 2010; Khain et al. 2011). Analysis of the

FIG. 7. Height vs distance fields of (a) CWC, (b) RWC, (c) freezing drops mass content, and (d) hail mass in the

mature storm (at t 5 4620 s) in the H_CCN case. The white arrows indicate the background wind fields with the

maximum wind vector corresponding to 60m s21.

Fig(s). 7 live 4/C
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field of differential reflectivity ZDR (not shown) in-

dicates thatZDR is at a maximum in the zone of updrafts

[see Kumjian et al. (2014)]. The question then arises:

why is the radar reflectivity high (as well as ZDR) in the

cloud updraft of 30m s21 if the first raindrops in the

developing cloud at such high CCN concentration form

only at z5 5 km (Khain et al. 2013; Kumjian et al. 2014)?

An analysis of the behavior of SDFs in updrafts and at

the cloud edge allows one to answer this question. Let us

consider the SDF’s evolution in the cloud updraft

(Fig. 8, right panels). Note first that in the cloud updraft,

the drop size distribution clearly shows the existence of

two modes: cloud droplets and raindrops, respectively.

A significant mass of large raindrops exists in the up-

drafts already at an altitude of 3 km in contrast to Fig. 3b

(referring to an earlier stage of convection: 2400–3000 s),

showing the formation of the first raindrops at an alti-

tude of 5 km. Note also that hail particles with a

diameter of 1 cm also exist in updrafts at the 3-km height

(Fig. 8). Since above this level vertical velocities are very

high, neither raindrops nor hail could fall to this level

from above within the vertical column.

An analysis of the SDFs in the updraft at z 5 4 and

5km (withw5 15 and 20m s21, respectively) shows that

mass contents and the sizes of hail particles and FDs

increase upward. At z 5 5 km, large raindrops disap-

pear, converting to FDs and then to hail, whose maxi-

mum diameter reaches ;3.3 cm.

The behavior of the SDFs at the cloud edge (Fig. 8,

left panels) substantially differs from that in the updraft.

At z5 5 km, SDFs are quite similar to those in updrafts

at the same height level. The only difference is in the

larger mass of hail, which is increased both as a result of

total freezing of FDs and other mechanisms of hail

formation mentioned in Fig. 1. FDs descending along

the cloud edge are in the dry growth regime (Fig. 12).

FIG. 8. (center) Radar reflectivity (dBZ). Liquid hydrometeor size distributions (black lines): (left) in the zone of maximum hail mass x5
60.3 km and (right) in the zone ofmaximum updraft x5 60.9 km atmature stage of the storm, t5 4620 s in theH_CCN case. The arrows and

the circles they point to indicate the location of the appropriate size distribution.Overlaid are contours of freezing drops water content (blue)

and hail (red) (gm23).

Fig(s). 8 live 4/C
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The interior liquid freezes and FDs are converted to

hail. As a result, the mass of FDs at 4 km is substantially

lower than that at 5 km in this zone. At the level of 4 km,

the mass content of FDs is about 10 times less than that

of hail (Figs. 12 and 13). Both FDs and hail fall down

along the cloud edge and at 3.5 km (melting level) FDs

are converted to hail. Shedding from large hail and

melting of the smallest hail particles and other ice par-

ticles lead to an increase in theRWC. Themaximum size

of hail falling along cloud edge changes only slightly

within the layer between altitudes of 4 and 5km and

slightly decreases downward likely because of shedding.

Comparing the evolution of hail size in updraft and at

cloud edge, one can conclude that hail in cases of high

CCN concentration grows largely by accretion in cloud

updrafts. To clarify how hail, large raindrops, and FDs

can appear in the cloud updrafts, we present Fig. 9,

which shows the fields of vertical velocity and CWC

(right panel) at t5 4620 s overlaid with 10-min backward

trajectories calculated for ‘‘tracer’’ particles having dif-

ferent (constant) terminal velocities. The final points of

the trajectories correspond to t5 4620 s. The trajectories

were plotted for particles with fall velocities from 3 to

15m s21 with increments of 3m s21. The trajectories

FIG. 9. The fields of (top) vertical velocity (m s21) and (bottom) cloud water content (gm23) at

t5 4620 s corresponding to the mature stage of the storm. These fields are overlaid with 10-min

backward trajectories calculated for tracer particles having different (constant) terminal veloc-

ities shown by the colors at the bottom. The final points of the trajectories correspond to t 5
4620 s. The trajectories originate in zones of cloud edges with weak updrafts or downdrafts a few

kilometers from the cloud core. The circles on the trajectories indicate the particles’ location

each minute.

Fig(s). 9 live 4/C
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originate in zones of cloud edges with weak updrafts or

downdrafts a few kilometers from cloud core. The most

of trajectories were chosen in such a way as to get the

initial points within areas of significant hail water

content below melting level. This highlights that even

melting hail particles participate in the recycling process

when they are involved in the updraft zone. One can see

that these particles, reaching their initial location by

falling along cloud edges, penetrate the updraft zone

where CWC is high and ascend, growing by accretion.

The largest particles (with 15m s21) fall to the ground.

The conclusion that in cases of high CCN concentration

the dominant mechanism of hail growth is accretion in

the cloud updrafts is supported by an analysis of the

mass budget (see below).

Figure 10 shows a conceptual scheme of hail growth in

updraft–downward cloud zones at the mature stage of

convective cell evolution corresponding to Fig. 8. The

zone of updraft is marked in red; the zone of downdrafts

at cloud edge in marked by blue. In updrafts, small

droplets (small blue circles) ascend to higher levels.

First raindrops are formed at high levels of 5–6 km

(large blue circles). After one recirculation, raindrops

enter the cloud updraft and turn up within the updraft

zone. Raindrops begin freezing, thus producing FDs

(black circles). The total freezing of interior liquid

within FDs leads to the formation of hail (red circles).

Large particles fall along cloud edges and some of them

penetrate updrafts and grow in the zone of high CWC

(recycling). The largest hail falls down to the surface.

Smaller hail melts, producing raindrops. At this stage,

FIG. 10. A conceptual scheme of hail growth in updraft–downward

cloud zones at the mature stage of convective cell evolution in case of

high CCN (and cloud droplets) concentrations. The scheme corre-

sponds to Fig. 8. The zone of updraft is marked in red; the zone of

downdrafts at cloudedge ismarked inblue.Notations: small blue circles

denote small cloud droplets, large blue circles denote raindrops, black

circles denote FDs, and red circles denote hail. See text for details.

FIG. 11. Height vs distance fields of mean volume radii (mm) of freezing drops and hail in (a)–(c) the H_CNN and (d)–(f) the L_CCN air.

Mature stages of convective storm: (left) freezing drops and (center) hail; (right) decaying stage. The white arrows are as in Fig. 7.

Fig(s). 10,11 live 4/C
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hail grows largely during its ascent in updrafts by ac-

cretion of supercooled droplets.

Note that during the period of convective cell weak-

ening, hail falls down from above through cloud updraft

and grows by accretion (see Fig. 11c). But the appear-

ance of large hailstones aloft that are able to fall down

through the updraft is the result of hail growth by re-

cycling. An analysis of Fig. 8 shows that one recycling

with a vertical amplitude of 5–6 km takes about 5–7min.

Since the lifespan of a convective cell producing large

hail is 15–20min, the typical number of recyclings is two.

This, however, does not exclude cases in which some

particles make more recyclings with a smaller amplitude

in the vertical.

Figures 11a–c show the fields of the mean volume

radius of FDs and hail in the H_CCN case at the mature

(4620 s) and decaying (5340 s) stages of convective cell

evolution. In the H_CCN case, appreciable masses of

FDs (Fig. 11a) and hail (Fig. 11b) with high mean vol-

ume radii are concentrated within a relatively narrow

zone around the cloud core. Large hailstones form at

heights of 5–6km (Fig. 11b). Hail particles of smaller

size continue ascending up to an altitude of 9 km

(Fig. 11b). The maximum mean volume radius of FDs is

FIG. 12. (top) Mass distributions of freezing drops (entire mass 5 solid line; liquid water in the particle 5 dashed–dotted line) at

different levels (4 and 5 km) in the vertical columns at (left) x 5 60.3 km (weak updraft, maximum HWC), (center) x 5 60.6 km (strong

updraft, maximum radar reflectivity), and (right) x 5 60.9 km (maximum updraft) at the mature stage of the storm (t 5 4620 s) in the

H_CCN case. (middle),(bottom)Mass distributions of freezing drops in which the regimes of growth are marked by light gray are dry and

by dark gray are wet growth at 5 and 4 km, respectively; note the differences between the y-axis scales.
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reached at the cloud edge at relatively low altitudes of 4–

4.5 km (Fig. 11a). Analysis of SDF of FDs and hail in

Fig. 8 shows that the full freezing of small FDs causes

them to be reclassified as hail, thus leaving only the

larger drops still present in the ‘‘freezing drops’’ cate-

gory, such that themean volume radius increases. At the

decaying stage (5340 s), hail falls to the surface through

the cloud (Fig. 11c). Hail size increases downward.

Figures 11d–f show the fields of the mean volume ra-

dius of FDs (Fig. 11d) and hail (Fig. 11e) in the L_CCN

case at the mature (5340 s) and decaying (5520 s) stages.

The mean volume radii of FDs and hail are much lower

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but for (top) hail at 4, 5, and 6.5 km and with (remaining rows) showing mass distributions of hail at 6.5, 5, and 4 km,

respectively.

Fig(s). 13 live 4/C
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than the radii in the H_CCN case. In addition, a signifi-

cant value of the mean volume radius of hail appears only

up to 4.5km. The latter can be attributed to the fact that

small amounts of supercooled droplets exist above 4.5km.

Therefore, hail size remains small at the upper levels.

Even at the decaying stage (5520 s), hail particles do not

reach the ground because of melting (Fig. 11f). The hail

remains small, as compared to theH_CCNcase. Figure 12

shows the mass distributions of FDs in H_CCN air at al-

titudes of 4 and 5km in three columns: x 5 60.3km with

weak updrafts and downdraft at the cloud edge, x 5
60.6km with maximum HMC and radar reflectivity, and

x5 60.9km where the updraft was maximum. The figure

shows the type of growth regime that was determined

according to the presence/absence of exterior liquid. The

mass distribution functions of FDs grow upward, espe-

cially in zones of high CWC. The largest FDs grow in the

wet growth regime in updrafts in the vicinity of the

freezing level. At higher levels, exterior water freezes,

and above approximately 5kmFDs of all size grow by dry

growth (not shown). In downdrafts, the CWC is lower,

and the effect of drop accretion on freezing is low. As a

result, all FDs grow by dry growth in downdrafts.

Figure 13 shows the mass distributions of hail for the

same grid points as in Fig. 12. One can see that the wet

growth regime is more common for hail than for FDs.

Indeed, dry growth at all hail sizes takes place only in the

zone of downdrafts (6.5 km, x 5 60.3 km) where the

environmental temperature is low. The higher incidence

of wet growth for hail can be explained by the fact that

the big hail is larger than FDs and hail fall velocity is

larger than FDs fall velocity, and accordingly, the ac-

cretion rate of hail is higher than that of FDs. Another

reason is the utilization of different critical surface

temperatures determining the wet growth of FDs and

hail. According to laboratory observations, the critical

surface temperature of hail is as low as238C. There are
no such data for FDs. Analysis of heat exchange

FIG. 14. Fields of (a) vertical wind speed, (b) CWC, (c) RWC, and (d) hail mass at the decaying stage of storm

evolution in cases of low CCN concentration. The white arrows are as in Fig. 7.

Fig(s). 14 live 4/C
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equation at the surface of falling particles shows that the

critical temperature substantially depends on the as-

sumed surface roughness and should be closer to 08C
for smooth FDs than for rougher hail surfaces. In this

study we assume that the critical surface temperature

of FDs that wet growth of an FD starts is equal to 08C.
Figure 13 shows that in the strong updrafts the largest

hail particles grow in a wet growth regime, at least up to

6.5 km. Below 4.5 km, hail grows by wet growth because

of a comparatively high environmental temperature.

At z 5 4.5 km, wet growth begins for particles larger

than 0.5 cm in diameter. At 6.5 km, wet growth begins

for hail with a diameter of 0.8 cm. Despite complicated

trajectories of hail particles, which are different for

different sizes, the mass distributions typically re-

veal only one boundary size [known as the ‘‘Schumann–

Ludlam limit’’ (SLL)] separating regimes of hail growth.

Hence, the hail-size distribution can be separated into

two parts. The particles smaller than the SLL grow in a

dry growth regime, while the larger hail grows in a wet

growth regime. The SSL depends on environmental

temperature and CWC. The regime of wet growth be-

gins when hail is surrounded by a large mass of super-

cooled droplets. At low altitudes, supercooled water

content is larger and temperature is higher. Accord-

ingly, the SSL decreases. The upper row in Fig. 13

shows that liquid water exists only in the largest hail—

those with diameters exceeding 0.8 cm. An analysis of

the distributions of liquid water and the sizes of hail

growing by wet growth shows that there are hail par-

ticles that contain interior water but grow by dry

growth. This liquid exists within the sponge layer of

hailstones (Phillips et al. 2014, 2015).

At the mature stage (4620s) when vertical velocity rea-

ches ismaximumof 40ms21, hail falls along the cloud edge,

whereCWC is relatively small. As a result, hail growswhile

ascending in cloud updrafts and does not reach to ex-

tremely large sizes. Figure 14 shows fields of vertical ve-

locities, CWC,RWC, and hail mass content at the decaying

stage of the convective cell (t5 5520 s). As soon as vertical

velocity decreases to about 20ms21 above the altitude of

4km, and the zone of downdraft forms below the updraft,

the recycling is no longer efficient. Hail formed above falls

to the surface through the cloud, collecting small droplets.

At this stage, hail reaches its maximum sizes.

Below the freezing level, hail particles of smaller sizes

fully melt, while the size of large particles changes as a

result of shedding and accretion. The RWC forms below

FIG. 15. Mass distributions of hail below the melting level in simulations with the CCN concentration of 3000 cm23 (H_CCN) for x 5
60 km. Comparison of simulations with shedding (solid lines) and without shedding (dashed lines) with the color scale running from z5 3

(magenta), 2.5 (blue), 2 (black), 1.5 (green), 1 (brown), and 0.5 km (gray for shedding and orange for no shedding).

Fig(s). 15 live 4/C
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the 2-km level as a result of melting of the smaller hail

and graupel and shedding of the largest hail.

c. Effects of melting, shedding, accretion, and size
sorting on formation of HDFs

The effects of shedding are of interest. Figure 15

compares hail mass distributions within a column x 5
60 km in the simulations with and without shedding at

the mature stage of the convective cell development

when RWC is large at z 5 4 km and low at lower levels

(Fig. 7b). Full melting leads to an increase in theminimum

hail size of the hail mass spectrum, as seen in Fig. 15.

The shedding-induced decrease in the maximum hail

size is found below z 5 2 km. At the same time, the

figure points to an interesting effect: the maximum hail

size in the simulation with shedding at z5 3km is larger

than that without shedding. We interpret this result as

follows. While each act of shedding decreases the size of

the particular hailstone, the shedding of raindrops from

the surface of hail increases the number of collectors

(raindrops) above the freezing level. These raindrops

grow by accretion and convert first to FDs and then to

hail. The collision of hail with raindrops above the

freezing level increases the maximum hail size. As will

be shown below, shedding does not compensate for the

effects of accretion.

Interestingly, according to the model results, intense

accretion of liquid water can increase the maximum hail

FIG. 16. Mass distributions of hail below the melting level in simulations (top) with a CCN concentration of 3000 cm23 (H_CCN) and

(bottom) with low CCN concentration (L_CCN) at the (a),(c) mature and (b),(d) decay stages of convective cell. Arrows show the

direction and intensity of changes of the mass size distributions. Colors vs height as in Fig. 15 (shedding).

Fig(s). 16 live 4/C
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size even below themelting level. This effect is related to

limitations on the shedding imposed by condition (2),

according to which shedding takes place only if the mass

of liquid water exceeds its critical value. Moreover, ac-

cording to the condition, the liquid water that remains

after shedding should be equal or close to the critical

value. Note that this critical value increases with the hail

size. Figures 16a,b compares the hail mass distributions

below melting level at the mature (maximum updraft,

t 5 4620 s) and the decaying (5520 s) stages in the H-

CCN simulation. At the mature stage, hail particles are

comparatively small and their melting leads to the ap-

pearance of a water mass exceeding the critical value.

Moreover, the accretion of liquid water at T . 08C was

negligible because of low RWC at x5 60km in the zone

of the hail shaft (Fig. 7). As a result, shedding is efficient

and the maximum hail size decreases toward the surface

(Figs. 15 and 16a). Near the surface, the hail diameter

becomes close to 1 cm. For hail of smaller size, it is as-

sumed that shedding does not occur (Rasmussen and

Heymsfield 1987). At the decaying stage (Fig. 16b), the

hail size increases downward and reaches its maximum

of 5 cm near the surface. This size accords well with that

observed in the real hailstorm.

Two plausible mechanisms for the increase of hail size

toward the surface can be assumed (see Figs. 17–20).

Figure 17 shows the distributions of the LWF in hail

corresponding to hail-size distributions shown in

Fig. 16b. As expected, the LWF increases as a result of

melting with a decrease in the altitude. More interesting

is that the LWF rapidly decreases with an increase in hail

size. This is an expected result because larger hail falls

faster than particles of smaller size. A high fall velocity

implies a reduction of the residential (melting) time

within the layer with T. 08C and a relatively low rate of

melting. An analysis of the changes of hail-size distri-

butions (HSDs) indicates that the LWF of large hail

increases with accretion because large hail particles fall

through the area with high values of RWC (Fig. 18).

Note that not all the accreted andmelted water can be

shed. In Fig. 17, the black, thick line shows the critical

LWF that corresponds to the critical water mass [Eq.

(2)]. At levels z 5 0.5 and z 5 1 km, the LWF is shown

before the shedding procedure at this time step and after

shedding (and some other microphysical processes at this

time step). One can see that the LWF for the largest hail

turns out only slightly higher than the critical value, but

after shedding, the LWF is below this curve. Figure 19

shows that shedding does not take place for hail particles

smaller than;0.8 cm in diameter. Following Phillips et al.

(2007), we limit the mass of shed water by 50% of the

critical mass. Thus, shedding did not decrease significantly

FIG. 17. Distributions of liquid water fraction in hail corresponding to HSDs at the different heights

shown in Fig. 16b with z 5 3 (magenta), 2.5 (gray), 2 (black), 1.5 (green), 1 (red), and 0.5 (blue) km. The

black thick line denotes the critical LWF that corresponds to the critical water mass [Eq. (2)]. LWFs before

shedding at z 5 0.5 and 1 km are shown by blue and red dashed lines, respectively.

Fig(s). 17 live 4/C
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the size of large hail particles and in the presence of intense

accretion hail size can increasewithin themelting layer. It is

clear that the validity of this conclusion is closely related to

the validity of empiricalEq. (2),which is appliedhere for all

hail sizes. To the extent the Rasmussen and Heymsfield

curve is valid (or any critical water fraction curve, for that

matter), once this critical fraction is reached for a certain

hailstone size, no further growth of the hailstone is possible

below the melting level.

If the formula is invalid for large hail, and all water is

shed from the largest hail particles, the hail size should

decrease toward the surface, as in Fig. 16a. At the same

time, the decrease in size should be minimal because of

the high fall velocity of large hail and the lack of

melting time.

Another possible cause of the appearance of very

large hail near the surface within a vertical atmospheric

column is the size sorting of particles falling within a

sheared flow (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012). In the

presence of sheared flow, hail particles of different size

fall along different trajectories. This means that hail

particles of different sizes falling at the same point at the

surface came from different points of a cloud with dif-

ferent hail size. Two examples of such trajectories are

plotted in Fig. 18 for particles with fall velocities of 25

and 45ms21. Figure 18 shows also the field of RWC at

5520 s and two sets of contours of hail mass contents for

time instances corresponding to the beginning and end

of the trajectories. It can be seen that hail falls in the

boundary layer through a zone with high RWC. The

backward trajectories turned out to be different, so the

HSD in the final point of interest is formed by particles

following from different locations. Figure 20 shows

HSDs in the points marked by large circles in Fig. 18.

One can see that the HSD of hail falling along the black

trajectory in Fig. 18 is wider and contains larger hail than

the HSD of hail falling along the red trajectory. Thus, it

also quite possible that the appearance of large hail at

lower levels within themelting layer is caused by the size

sorting. It is necessary to add that there are several

mechanisms of size sorting (Kumjian andRyzhkov 2012;

Dawson et al. 2015). The simple ‘‘transient’’ mechanism

can also contribute to the formation of hail-size distri-

bution during the decaying stage. Namely, as the updraft

FIG. 18. Field of RWC (color shading, gm23) in the H_CCN case; this field is overlaid with 5-min backward trajectories calculated for

tracer particles with terminal velocities of 25 (red line) and 45m s21 (black line). The final point of the trajectories corresponds to z 5
0.5 km and x 5 65.1 km at t 5 5520 s. The contours in blue and in green show the hail mass content (gm23) at t 5 5220 and t 5 5520 s,

respectively. The circles on the trajectories denote the location of particles each minute. The large circles denote the locations where HDFs

are plotted in Fig. 20.

Fig(s). 18 live 4/C
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that originally held the hail in suspension decays, a

transient ‘‘pulse’’ of hail descends toward the ground.

The larger hailstones outrun the smaller ones and, thus,

reach the low levels first. At any given snapshot in time,

especially one taken just as the leading edge of the hail

pulse is nearing the surface, will show larger hailstones

near the bottom and smaller ones near the top.

We suggest, therefore, that both accretion and size

sorting contributed to the formation of the HSD in the

BL at the decaying stage.

The analysis shows that all the sheddingmodes found

by Rasmussen et al. (1984) in laboratory experiments

are realized in the model. Figure 19 shows HSDs for

x 5 65.1 km and z 5 1 and 0.5 km. The colors show the

mode of shedding according to the particle’s Reynolds

number: 2—blue for Re.15 000, 3—green for 15 000.
Re .10 000, and 4—pale blue for Re , 10 000. No

shedding is marked in red. As can be seen, shedding

takes place for hail with diameters above 0.8 cm.

For Re . 25 000, all exterior meltwater is shed

FIG. 19. HSDs in points for x5 65.1 km and z5 (top) 1 and (bottom) 0.5 km in the H_CCN

case. Colors show themode of shedding (2—blue:Re. 15 000, 3—green: 15 000.Re. 10 000,

and 4—pale blue: Re , 10 000; see text for details). No shedding is marked in red.

Fig(s). 19 live 4/C
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discontinuously as a burst of raindrops of 1.5mm in

diameter when its mass exceeds the critical threshold.

For 15 000,Re, 25 000, there is continuous shedding

of such raindrops and the mass of exterior liquid is

maintained at the critical equilibrium value (in Fig. 19,

mode 2—blue). For Re , 15 000, there is intermittent

shedding of raindrops of 3mm (Re.10 000—in Fig. 19,

mode 3—green) or 4.5mm (Re , 10 000—in Fig. 19,

mode 4—pale blue) in diameter, reducing the mass of

exterior meltwater in each shedding event such that it is

less than the critical water mass.

d. Hail and freezing drops in the L_ CCN case

Figure 21 shows fields of CWC, RWC,mass content of

FDs, and HMC at the mature stage in the L_CCN sim-

ulation with a CCN concentration of 100 cm23. A com-

parison of the fields in Fig. 16 and 7 shows that the FD

mass content in L_CCN is smaller than in corresponding

clouds in the H_CCN case and that the FDs totally

freeze already at an altitude;5km, as compared to 6 km

in cases of high CCN concentration. This can be attrib-

uted to the relatively weak accretion in L_CCN because

of low CWC.

As mentioned above, the number concentrations of

FDs and hail particles (see Figs. 5b and 5d) in the

L_CCN are much higher than in the H_CCN because a

much larger number of comparatively large raindrops

are able to freeze in the vicinity of the freezing level in

L_CCN. The efficient freezing of raindrops near the

freezing level in L_CCN is related not only to the

comparatively large size of the raindrops but also to a

relatively low updraft velocity, which results in the

raindrops spending a significant amount of time before

reaching low temperatures. However, the maximum

hail size is smaller than in the H_CCN (see Figs. 11b,c

and 11e,f) because of a lack of intense accretion. While

in the H_CCN case hail is concentrated in the zone of

high updrafts (;25m s21 average maximum values)

and CWC (Fig. 7a and Fig. 11b), in the L_CCN a sig-

nificant fraction of small hail spreads over a large area

by being advected by velocity field up to an altitude of

11 km and by 10–15 km in the horizontal direction

(Fig. 16d).

Figures 22 and 23 show themass distribution functions

of FDs and hail, respectively, as well as the growth re-

gime of the particles in vertical atmospheric columns

where the maximum mass contents of FDs and hail take

place. As can be seen in Fig. 22, FDs grow by the wet

growth regime only close to the freezing level. At higher

levels, FDs grow in the dry growth regime. In the

L_CCN case, hail also grows by the wet growth only in the

vicinity of freezing level. Above about 4.7km (;1.2km

above the freezing level), hail grows in dry growth regimes.

This altitude is much lower than 6.5–7km in the H_CCN

case. The difference is explained both by the smaller size of

hail and the lower CWC in the clean case, resulting in

much lower rates of accretion of drops.

Comparison of the mass size distributions of FDs and

hail in the L_CCN andH_CCN cases shows the 1) larger

size of particles in H_CCN case, as discussed above, and

2) bimodality of the mass size distributions in the

L_CCN case as compared to unimodality of the mass

FIG. 20. The hail-size distributions in the points marked by large circles in Fig. 18. Solid line

corresponds to black circle; dashed line corresponds to red circle.
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distribution functions in H_CCN. The reasons for such

differences are not well understood and require addi-

tional investigation. We attribute this difference in the

shapes of the mass size distributions to the following.

Because of the highly nonlinear dependence of freezing

rates on raindrop size and temperature, only the largest

raindrops freeze near the freezing level. This leads to the

formation of the first mode in the distribution of FDs in

L_CCN at z 5 3.9 km (Fig. 21a). At higher levels,

smaller raindrops start freezing, forming the second

mode in the mass distribution of FDs in L_CCN

(Fig. 21b). The total freezing of liquid in FDs leads to the

formation of bimodal hail distributions in the L_CCN

case. As can be seen in Fig. 23 (top three panels), the

formation of bimodal hail distributions occurs between 5

and 6km. At an altitude of 4.5 km, there is no bimodal

distribution of hail, since smaller raindrops did not

convert to FDs (and accordingly FDs did not convert to

hail) at this level and below.

In the H_CCN case, FDs and hail grow by accretion in

the course of recycling. Initially, first raindrops form

only at 5–5.5 km. The evolution of FDs and hail mass

distribution in cloud updrafts under high CCN concen-

tration is shown in Fig. 8 (three mass distributions shown

FIG. 21. The FD fields of (a) CWC, (b) RWC, (c) freezing drops mass content, and (d) hail mass in the low-CCN-concentration case at

the mature stage of storm evolution. The white arrows are as in Fig. 7. Circles show points in which mass distribution functions are plotted

in Figs. 22 and 23.
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on the right). One can see that the formation of new FDs

and hail by the freezing of the largest raindrops takes

place at altitudes of about 5km. This freezing is seen by

the disappearance of the largest raindrops in the raindrop

mass spectra. Newly formed hail is large, with a com-

paratively narrow unimodal mass distribution.

Figures 16c,d show themass distributions of hail at the

mature (5340 s) and decaying (5700 s) stage below the

melting level in the L_CCN case. The mass of large hail

with diameters exceeding 1 cm is much lower than in the

H-CCN case. At the mature stage, hail totally melts

before reaching the ground. Fast melting fosters the

intensification of shedding, thus leading to a decrease in

maximum hail size in the downward direction. At the

decaying stage, when hail reaches the ground, its mass is

about 10 times less than in the H_CCN case.

e. Budget considerations

A comparison of the fields of CWC, FDs, and hail in

H_CCN and L_CCN indicates significant differences in

the mechanisms of hail formation in these cases and

suggests that the main reasons for the differences lie in

the warm microphysics leading to lower supercooled

CWC and higher raindrop concentration in L_CCN.

Here we analyze the mechanisms of hail formation

under different CCN concentrations usingmass budgets.

Three major processes that contribute to hail mass are

riming (accretion of liquid droplets), total freezing of

FDs, and the transformation of graupel to hail due to

wet growth and according to graupel size (Fig. 1). The

main process that decreases hail mass is melting.

Figure 24 presents the time accumulated over the

computational area production of hail due to these

processes. One can see that riming is the most important

component of the mass budget. Figure 23a shows that in

H_CCN the main mechanism of hail mass content is

accretion, which is stronger than in L_CCN.

The second of the major processes is the conversion of

FDs to hail during the full freezing (Fig. 24c). One can

see that in L_CCN, this process dominates as regards to

the production of new hail. As discussed above, this is

explained by the larger mass of comparatively large rain-

drops that freeze close to the freezing level in L_CCN.

Conversion of graupel to hail due to the accretion

of supercooled liquid by graupel is more intense in

H_CCN, but this process is less important as compared

to accretion and freezing (Fig. 24b). This mechanism is

inefficient in the L_CCN case because of low super-

cooled CWC. Despite the fact that the overall mass of

hail is larger in the L_CCN case, the hail downwardmass

flux at the melting level is larger in the H_CCN case

because of larger hail size and larger fall velocities of

hail in this case. Figure 24d shows that melting is more

intense in the H_CCN case, which can be attributed to

the fact that larger hail mass falls to warmer lower levels

(near the ground), thus enhancing the melting rates. In

contrast, the smaller hail in L_CCN melts higher up

before reaching the ground. Despite the more intense

FIG. 22. Mass distributions of freezing drops in the case of low CCN concentration in points shown by circles in Fig. 21c: z 5 (a) 3.9 and

(b) 4.5 km. Dry growth is denoted by light gray and wet growth is denoted by dark gray.
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melting in the H_CCN case, the larger hail size in this

case determines much higher surface hail shaft in this

simulation.

One of the main components of mass budget in the

atmosphere is precipitation. Figure 25 shows time de-

pendencies of accumulated rain at the surface (top

panel) and hail precipitation. One can see that before

60min, rainmass is larger in the L_CCN case, while later

on, rain mass is substantially lower than in other simu-

lations. At CCN concentrations exceeding 1000 cm23,

accumulated rain is only slightly sensitive to aerosols. As

seen in Fig. 25 (bottom), the maximum hail shaft takes

place at a CCN concentration of 3000 cm23. The low hail

shaft in clean-air cases is related to the small sizes of hail

and efficient melting. The decrease in the hail shaft at

extremely high CCN concentrations (i.e., those larger

than 3000 cm23) can be attributed to the generation of

high concentrations of ice crystals in cloud anvils due to

homogeneous nucleation of the extremely small drop-

lets (Fig. 26). These ice crystals spread over a large area

and do not participate in the process of precipitation

formation. Figure 26 shows that the mass of these ice

crystals substantially increases when the CCN concen-

tration increases from 3000 to 5000 cm23. The increase

in ice crystal concentration can be attributed to the fact

that very small droplets arising under extremely high

CCN concentrations cannot be captured by ice crystals

and graupel (Pruppacher and Klett 1997; Khain et al.

2001). Consequently, these droplets do not participate in

the process of riming.

Figure 27 shows the time dependence of maximum

RWC and HMC in the H_CCN and L_CCN cases in

simulations with and without shedding above the

freezing level. One can see that shedding substantially

decreases hail mass and increases RWC at t . 5000 s in

the H_CCN case, when hail reaches comparatively large

sizes, so that shedding becomes possible. Since in the

clean-air case (L_CCN), hail size is small, the effects of

shedding are negligible as regards effects on the maxi-

mum values of RWC and HMC.

f. The shape of hail number concentration
distribution functions

The amount of in situ measurements of number dis-

tribution functions of hail in deep convective clouds and

storms is very limited. Owing to low values of hail con-

centration, collection of the required data demands that

the size distributions of hail particles should bemeasured

along long flight tracks of many tens of kilometers to get

the necessary statistics. To get statistically significant hail-

size distributions during surface measurements at par-

ticular points, the measurements should be performed

over a comparatively long period and averaged over

FIG. 23.Mass distributions of hail at themature stage of convective

cell in the case of low CCN concentration in points shown in Fig. 21d

by circles: (top to bottom) z 5 6, 5.5, 5, and 4.5 km. Dry growth is

denoted by light gray and wet growth is denoted by dark gray.
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many samples (Cheng and English 1983; Cheng et al.

1985). At the same time, hail is obviously distributed

nonuniformly over clouds and the sizes of falling hail

changewith time. Note that the processes of precipitation

(including hail shaft) formation are determined by local

size distributions, which can substantially differ from

those obtained by averaging over a span of time.

Despite the fact that two- and three-moment bulk-

parameterization schemes can, in principle, calculate

parameters of gamma or exponential size distributions,

the data about simulated size distributions under dif-

ferent aerosol conditions and in different zones of clouds

are typically absent. A rare exception, Loftus and

Cotton (2014b), offers only one example of such a dis-

tribution. Hence, number concentration hail distribu-

tion functions that are calculated using the SBM cloud

models are of interest. Figures 28a,c show hail number

concentration distributions below freezing level in sim-

ulations H_CCN (left) and L_CCN (right) at different

heights, while Figs. 28b,d show distributions at the same

altitudes at different horizontal locations. This figure

illustrates the hail-size distributions in vertical columns

where at these time instancesHMCnear the surface (top

row) was maximum. The HSD are plotted for z5 1.6km

(bottom row) in the H_CCN run and at z 5 3.5km (bot-

tom row) in the L_CCN run. The horizontal grid points

were chosen around the point with maximumHWC at the

corresponding levels. The height of 3.5km in the L_CCN

run was chosen because in this case hail particles are small

and melt below. The number distributions that most

closely resemble the gamma distribution are formed at the

decaying stages within a strong hail shaft near the surface

in the H-CCN cases (Fig. 28). Horizontally averaged

number distribution functions more closely resemble the

FIG. 24. Hail mass transformation vs time for hail budget items inH_CCNandL_CCN: (a) riming, (b) graupel transformation, (c) freezing

drops transformation, and (d) melting for CCN 5 3000 (solid black) and 100 (dashed black) cm23.
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gamma distribution (Fig. 28c) or the exponential distri-

bution (Fig. 28d) than the local distributions.

Examples of hail number size distributions in cloud

points above the freezing level are shown in Fig. 29. The

size distributions are plotted in Fig. 29 for the same grid

points and time instances as the mass distributions in

Figs. 13 and 23. One can see that inmany cases, the shape

of the number size distributionswith hail diameters larger

than 0.5 cm resembles that of the gamma function.

In many bulk model simulations, size distributions of

hail are approximated by an exponential distribution

with interdependent slope, which is usually justified by

the analysis of the observed hailstone size distributions

at the surface. For example, Cheng et al. (1985) pro-

posed the following empirical formula for hail-size dis-

tributions near the ground:

N(D)5CL4:11 exp(2LD) , (3)

where L varies between 0.1 and 1.0mm21 and factor C

varies between 60 and 300 ifN(D) is measured in inverse

meters cubed per millimeter. The dependencies in Eq. (3)

with C5 300 and L 5 0.4 and 0.6mm21 are presented in

Figs. 28a,b. One can see that in the H-CCN case the cal-

culated size distribution near the surface agrees quite well

with exponential distribution with L 5 0.4mm21. At the

FIG. 25. Time dependencies of (top) accumulated rain at the surface and (bottom) hail

precipitation (in mm of melted water) for CCN 5 100, 400, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 5000 cm23.
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same time the size distribution calculated for the L_CCN

case is approximated better usingL5 0.6mm21. Analysis

of Figs. 28a,b and 29 shows that L increases with height.

The variability of the local number size distributions is

very high. Figures 28c,d show that even in cases in which

the shape of the number size distributions resembles that

of a gamma or exponential distribution, the parameters of

the distributions are quite different even at the same alti-

tude. Moreover, the examples show that shapes of number

distribution functions deviate from those of gamma distri-

butions. For instance, calculated number distributions can

be both convex and concave at different ranges of hail sizes.

Inmany cases, slope is not constant, but changes in relation

to particle size. This suggests that the hail distributions, at

least in some cases, consist of several overlapping modes.

At higher altitudes, where hail distribution forms both

by FD freezing and accretion of cloud droplets, the

number distributions of hail are often bimodal (Fig. 29).

Below freezing level, near the surface, the mode formed

by smaller hail disappears because of melting, and the

number size distributions become unimodal (Figs. 28a–

c). The importance of the accurate description of size

distribution of particles in cloud resolving models is

discussed by Khain et al. (2015).

5. Summary and conclusions

In the present study, we simulated a midlatitude hail

storm using a new version of HUCM spectral bin

microphysics that includes a detailed description of

time-dependent freezing. We studied the effects of

aerosols on the production and evolution of hail and

FDs, as well as on precipitation.

We found that in cases of high and low CCN con-

centrations, hail forms and grows via different scenarios.

In the case of high CCN concentration, which is typical

of continental storms, a comparatively small amount of

FDs and hail forming as a result of total freezing of FDs

grow by accretion of supercooled water within the area

of cloud updrafts. Hail and FDs reach large sizes in the

course of recycling within the comparatively narrow

zone of cloud updrafts. The largest particles fall down to

the surface. The hail shaft is especially strong at the

decaying stage, when vertical velocity decreases such

that large hail can fall through the cloud. The largest

hailstones reach 5 cm in diameter. According to our re-

sults, the largest hail shaft and hail size is reached at

CCN concentrations from 2000 to 3000 cm23. At these

CCN concentrations, the maximum concentrations of

cloud droplets in clouds are 800–1000 cm23. These

droplet concentrations seem to be ‘‘optimum’’ for the

formation of efficient hail growth by accretion in the

course of recycling.

In contrast, at low CCN concentration, hail forms as a

result of the freezing of numerous FDs forming in the

vicinity of freezing level. Hail is then advected by the

velocity field and spreads over a large area. The total

mass of hail in clean air turns out to be larger than in

FIG. 26. Vertical profiles ofmaximum values of ice crystalsmass content under different aerosol

concentrations: CCN 5 100, 400, 1000, 2000, 3000, and 5000 cm23.
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H_CCN cases. At the same time, because of the lack of

significant supercooled CWC, FDs and hail particles

remain relatively small and largely melt, falling to the

surface. As a result, the hail shaft from the H-CCN

clouds turns out to be substantially stronger than the hail

shaft in clean air. The process of recycling is not efficient

in the case of low CCN concentration. Thus, the claim

concerning the importance of the recycling process for

hail growth made in a set of studies (see introduction) is

valid only for cases of high CCN concentrations.

The implementation of time-dependent freezing led

to an increase in HMC and hail size both at low and high

CCN concentrations. While in cases of immediate

freezing, the maximum hail size was around 1–2 cm

(Khain et al. 2011). The implementation of time-

dependent freezing allowed the simulation of hailstones

with diameters of up to 5 cm. We attribute this effect first

of all to the increase in the coalescence efficiency between

colliding particles in cases when at least one of the col-

liding particles grows by wet growth. Moreover, some

processes of collisions that produced graupel in the ver-

sion byKhain et al. (2011) (for instance, liquid drop–snow

collisions) in case of time-dependent freezing lead to FDs

formation. The properties of FDs (fall velocities, sticking

efficiencies) are closer to those of hail than of graupel.

The production of FDs instead of graupel leads to in-

crease of hail size especially in the L_CCN cases, when

liquid drops–snow collisions are more common than in

the H-CCN cases. Since FDs grow largely in the dry

growth regime, full freezing takes place and FDs are

converted to hail.

There are many microphysical schemes that do not

describe time-dependent freezing but claim that they

take into account the process of shedding. In these

schemes, immediate shedding of all liquid is assumed.

Taking into account time-dependent freezing allowed

more accurate description of the process of shedding

from hail surfaces. It allowed one to follow the history

of the accretion and freezing process and to shed only

part of the liquid water. This shed water was redis-

tributed between raindrops of sizes depending on the

hail Reynolds number.

Shedding decreases the size of hail particles. At the

same time, shed raindrops collect supercooled cloud

FIG. 27. Time dependencies of (top) rainwater content and (bottom) hail mass in (left) H_CCN and (right) L_CCN

with shedding (dashed line) and without shedding (solid line).
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droplets and give rise to new FDs and hail. To the

other effect of time-dependent freezing we can attri-

bute the extension of the period of latent heat release

and the elevation of zones of hail production. These

effects are discussed in greater detail by Phillips

et al. (2015).

It was also shown that FDs and hail in an H-CCN

atmosphere grow by wet growth to substantially higher

altitudes than in clean air. This can be attributed to the

relatively large size of FDs and hail due to the high rate

of accretion of supercooled drops in this case. This

causes larger sizes of FDs and hail owing to a larger rate

of accretion of supercooled drops.

For the first time, the processes of time-dependent dry

and wet growth and the evolution of particle size dis-

tributions in the course of recycling were investigated

within the frame of a multidimensional cloud model

with spectral bin microphysics. It was shown that in

cloud updrafts, a wet growth regime of hail takes

place at higher altitudes than it does at cloud edge.

As a result, during the recycling the regimes of wet

and dry growth interleave. This alternation accounts

for the oft-observed layered structure of hailstones

(Pruppacher and Klett 1997). In principle, the model

allows us to evaluate the depth of the different layers

within hailstones. It was also shown that despite

complicated trajectories and size sorting, there is only

one size in hail-size distribution that separates the

regime of dry growth for smaller hail particles from

the regime of wet growth for larger hail sizes.

Finally, it was found that the accumulated masses of

rain and hail that reach the surface increase with the

CCN concentration up to CCN concentrations of

1000 cm23. As was shown by Khain et al. (2011), the

FIG. 28. Hail number concentration distribution functions below freezing level in simulations (a),(c) H_CCN and (b),(d) L_CCN at the

decaying stages of convective cell evolution, when hail size reaches its maximum. The distributions at different altitudes in zones of

maximumHWC: (a) z5 3.1, 2, and 0.7 km (black) and z5 1.6, 0.1, and 2.1 km (gray); (b) z5 3, 2.5, and 2 km (black) and z5 1.5, 1, and

0.5 km (gray). Empirical distributions obtained using Eq. (3) withC5 300 andL5 0.4 and 0.6mm21 are shown by red dashed and dotted

lines, respectively. (c),(d) Distributions at the altitude of 1.6 and 3.5 km, respectively: z5 1.6 km with x5 65.1, 65.4, and 65.7 km (black)

and x 5 64.2 and 66.3 km (gray); z 5 3.5 with x 5 60.3, 61.5, and 62.4 km (black) and x 5 62.7 and 63 km (gray); the cloud-averaged hail

number distributions are shown by dashed lines with circles.

Fig(s). 28 live 4/C
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increase in accumulated rain amount is related to the

high precipitation efficiency of hail. Big hail efficiently

collects liquid droplets and falls to the surface without

any significant loss of mass. At higher CCNs, the sensi-

tivity of accumulated rain decreases because of an

increase in hydrometeor mass loss produced through

the spreading and sublimation of ice crystals in

cloud anvils.

Our results are in qualitative accordance with those

obtained using the previous HUCM version, the latter

which did not take into account time-dependent

freezing (Khain et al. 2011). In both cases, an in-

crease in hail size with an increase in CCN concen-

tration was reported. However, taking into account

the formation of FDs on collisions led to a better

representation of hail formation, especially in the

clean-air cases as was discussed above. The maximum

diameter of hail particles in clean-air cases was sub-

stantially less than in H_CNN cases but reached di-

ameters of 1 cm in any case.

As was mentioned above, simulation of large hail and,

especially, aerosol effects of hail size require the utili-

zation of sophisticated microphysical schemes. A com-

parison of the results of the present study and of those

found by Noppel et al. (2010) shows that an increase in

CCN concentration leads to an increase in total hail

mass in both schemes. At the same time, the results of

Khain et al. (2011) and of the present study pertaining to

aerosol effect on hail size and on precipitation were

contra those reported by Noppel et al. (2010), where a

decrease in hail size and in precipitation were reported.

The discrepancy in the response of hail size to aerosols

in these studies may be related to the utilization of the

two-moment bulk-parameterization scheme by Noppel

et al. (2010). As shown by Loftus et al. (2014) and Loftus

and Cotton (2014a,b), who simulated a supercell storm

that occurred over northwest Kansas on 29 June 2000

during the Severe Thunderstorm and Electrification and

Precipitation Study (STEPS), it was necessary to im-

plement three-moment bulk-parameterization scheme

for hail to get the observed maximum size of hail. The

analysis of two two-moment scheme used in RAMS

showed that they substantially underestimated both hail

mass and hail size. Simulations of a hail storm using a

three-moment bulk scheme (Milbrandt and Yau 2005)

seem to support the necessity of the three-moment bulk-

parameterization schemes to simulate large hailstones.

The results of the three-moment bulk-parameterization

scheme showed that hail size and the accumulation of

hail at the surface increase with an increase in CCN

concentration. So, the results of the three-moment

scheme described by Loftus et al. (2014) and Loftus

and Cotton (2014a,b) qualitatively agree with those of

the HUCM.

Analysis of the shapes of hail number size distribu-

tions shows that in cases of intense hail shaft, the shapes

of hail number distributions for largest hail particles

forming in the H-CCN case are close to those obtained

by Loftus et al. (2014) in their simulations of a hail storm

using a bulk-parameterization scheme based on the

representation of size distributions by gamma functions

(not shown).

FIG. 29. Hail number concentration distribution functions below freezing level in simulations (left) H_CCN and (right) L_CCN at the

mature stages of convective cell evolution. The size distributions are plotted for the same grid points and time instances as the mass size

distributions in Figs. 8, 16, and 23: (left) z5 6.5, 5.5, and 5 km (black) and z5 4.5, 4, and 3.5 km (gray); (right) z5 6, 5.5, and 5 km (black) and

z 5 4.5, and 3.5 km (gray).
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In other cases, especially above the freezing level,

number distributions of hail differ substantially from the

gamma distribution. Frequently, the hail spectrum

turned out to be bimodal. In these cases, their approxi-

mation by gamma distributions by bulk schemes can

lead to errors in reproduction of mixed-phase cloud

microphysics. The mechanisms of formation of hail-size

spectra require a separate investigation. Using the most

recent version of HUCM, Kumjian et al. (2014) found a

high correlation between the height and magnitude of

differential reflectivity ZDR columns and hail-shaft in-

tensity. The simulations have been performed at a high

CCN concentration. The next study will investigate

aerosol effects on the relationships between micro-

physical structure and polarimetric Doppler radar

signatures.
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